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This is a concise and handy reference work for students and construction industry
personnel, from the craftsman to the higher technician and the site manager. Clear
diagrams and explanations make this book attractive and easy to use.
Building Services, Technology and Design provides a concise guide to the installation
and design of principal services in domestic and commercial buildings. It covers the
level 2 module of The CIOB's Education Framework and is officially sanctioned by the
CIOB as the recognised text for that module. The book combines theory, design and
application in one volume and is supported throughout with illustrations, design
examples, tables and charts. Services covered include: cold and hot water; heating;
ventilation; air conditioning; gas; electricity; security; fire control; sanitation; drainage
and transport systems. Building Services, Technology and Design is a core text for the
CIOB level 2 module, as well as BTEC HNC/D building studies and degree courses in
building. It is also an essential reference for all members of the facilities management
and construction industry.
The updated edition of the authoritative and comprehensive guide to construction
practice The revised fourth edition of Barry's Advanced Construction of Buildings
expands on the resource that has become a standard text on the construction of
buildings. The fourth edition covers the construction of larger-scale buildings (primarily
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residential, commercial and industrial) constructed with load bearing frames in timber,
concrete and steel; supported by chapters on offsite construction, piling, envelopes to
framed buildings, fit-out and second fix, lifts and escalators, building pathology,
upgrading and demolition. The author covers the functional and performance
requirements of the main building elements as well as building efficiency and
information on meeting the challenges of limiting the environmental impact of buildings.
Each chapter includes new "at a glance" summaries that introduce the basic material
giving a good understanding of the main points quickly and easily. The text is fully up to
date with the latest building regulations and construction technology. This important
resource: Covers design, technology, offsite construction, site assembly and
environmental issues of larger-scale buildings including primarily residential,
commercial and industrial buildings constructed with load bearing frames Highlights the
concept of building efficiency, with better integration of the topics throughout the text
Offers new "at a glance" summaries at the beginning of each chapter Is a companion to
Barry's Introduction to Construction of Buildings, fourth edition Written for
undergraduate students and those working towards similar NQF level 5 and 6
qualifications in building and construction, Barry's Advanced Construction of Buildings
is a practical and highly illustrated guide to construction practice. It covers the materials
and technologies involved in constructing larger scale buildings.
An introductory text for tertiary students studying the measurement of building works.
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Basic Plumbing Services Skills: Gas Services has been written to address AQF Level 2
competencies of the Construction, Plumbing and Services Training Package (CPC08).
This volume extends the basic knowledge and offers more in-depth theoretical and
technical skills, and is divided into Fundamentals and Installation Practice. This
pedagogy helps students develop knowledge and then apply it.
Construction Technologyprovides a comprehensive introduction to every aspect of the
technology of domestic low-rise construction. It includes elements of commercial
construction, and the principal associated legislation. Based on ""Construction
Technology Volumes 1 and 2"", this combined new edition has been updated in line
with contemporary legislation and practice. In addition a substantial amount of new
material has been included, in order to cover recent developments in technology
affecting the construction industry. This book covers the basic elements of substructure
(site works, setting.
The Building Services Handbook summarises concisely, in diagrams and brief
explanations, all elements of building services. Practice, techniques and procedures are
clearly defined with supplementary references to regulations and relevant standards.
This is an essential text for all construction/building services students up to
undergraduate level, and is also a valuable reference text for building service
professionals. This new book is based on Fred Hall's 'Essential Building Services and
Equipment 2ed' and has been thoroughly updated throughout. It is a companion volume
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to the highly popular textbook 'Building Construction Handbook' by Chudley and
Greeno, which is now in its fourth edition.
* Compiles all the data necessary for efficient and cost-effective highway design,
building, rehabilitation, and maintenance * Includes metric units and the latest AASHTO
(American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials) design codes
Hydrology in Practice is an excellent and very successful introductory text for engineering
hydrology students who go on to be practitioners in consultancies, the Environment Agency,
and elsewhere. This fourth edition of Hydrology in Practice, while retaining all that is excellent
about its predecessor, by Elizabeth M. Shaw, replaces the material on the Flood Studies
Report with an equivalent section on the methods of the Flood Estimation Handbook and its
revisions. Other completely revised sections on instrumentation and modelling reflect the many
changes that have occurred over recent years. The updated text has taken advantage of the
extensive practical experience of the staff of JBA Consulting who use the methods described
on a day-to-day basis. Topical case studies further enhance the text and the way in which
students at undergraduate and MSc level can relate to it. The fourth edition will also have a
wider appeal outside the UK by including new material on hydrological processes, which also
relate to courses in geography and environmental science departments. In this respect the
book draws on the expertise of Keith J. Beven and Nick A. Chappell, who have extensive
experience of field hydrological studies in a variety of different environments, and have taught
undergraduate hydrology courses for many years. Second- and final-year undergraduate (and
MSc) students of hydrology in engineering, environmental science, and geography
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departments across the globe, as well as professionals in environmental protection agencies
and consultancies, will find this book invaluable. It is likely to be the course text for every
undergraduate/MSc hydrology course in the UK and in many cases overseas too.
The four volumes of Construction Technology provide a comprehensive guide to building
technology from simple domestic single storey construction using traditional techniques to
more complex multi-storey construction using more modern industrialised techniques. Each
volume describes the technology concisely and is well illustrated with the author's own
illustrations. The series provides a basic knowledge of all building activities from basic methods
of construction in the early volumes through to more complex topics such as site planning,
curtain walling and builders plant in later volumes. The series concentrates on the technology
and avoids lengthy descriptive passages, leaving the description to the author's very detailed
drawings. Volume 2 completes the coverage of conventional methods and materials of
construction. As with volume 1, it deals with the construction of a small structure such as a
bungalow or two-storey house. The book introduces more complex topics than are covered in
volume 1. It deals with site and temporary works, e.g. simple excavations and scaffolding;
substructure topics such as retaining walls and reinforce concrete foundations; simple framed
buildings; floors and roof structures such as precast concrete floors and asphalt and leadcovered roofs; finishes and fittings such as simple concrete stairs; insulation; and services
such as electrical and gas installations.
This book is a compilation of endoscopic images of the upper gastrointestinal tract. The 3rd
edition is enriched with high-resolution digital images highlighting the classification and staging
of endoscopically relevant diseases. Serial documentation of diseases and procedures like
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corrosive injury, variceal obliteration, peptic ulcer etc. provides a complete, informative and
interesting perspective. Rare conditions like Dieulafoy’s disease and Gastric antral vascular
ectasia (GAVE) have been extensively discussed along with common diseases of the GI tract.
This book outlines the technique and interpretation of endoscopic images proving to be a
helpful guide to endoscopy practitioners. Key Features Explores various GI tract diseases
through coloured, high resolution clinical photographs. Serves as a useful reckoner for trainee
endoscopists and practitioners pursuing gastroenterology or gastrointestinal endoscopy. The
text is updated with tables, flowcharts, classifications and international treatment guidelines.
Significantly updated in reference to the latest construction standards and evolving building
typesMany chapters revised including housing, transport, offices, libraries and hotelsNew
chapter on flood-aware designSustainable design integrated into chapters throughoutOver
100,000 copies sold to successive generations of architects and designers - this book belongs
in every design studio and architecture school libraryThe Metric Handbook is the major
handbook of planning and design information for architects and architecture students. Covering
basic design data for all the major building types,
Get quick answers to the most important clinical questions with Duke's Anesthesia Secrets, 5th
Edition! Authors James Duke, MD and Brian M. Keech, MD present this easy-to-read,
bestselling resource that uses the popular and trusted Secrets Series® Q&A format. It provides
rapid access to the practical, "in-the-trenches" know-how you need to succeed - both in
practice and on board and recertification exams. Zero in on key information with bulleted lists,
tables, mnemonics, illustrations, practical tips from the authors, and "Key Points" boxes that
provide a concise overview of important board-relevant content. Review essential material
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efficiently with the "Top 100 Secrets in Anesthesiology" - perfect for last-minute study or selfassessment. Get the evidence-based guidance you need to provide optimal care for your
patients - ideal for medical students, residents, fellows, and practitioners. Apply all the latest
advances in techniques, technology, and pharmacology, and explore effective solutions to a
full range of clinical issues in anesthesiology. Expert Consult eBook version included with
purchase. This enhanced eBook experience allows you to search all of the text, figures, and
tables from the book on a variety of devices.
This all-Australian guide will bring the reader up-to-date with the latest methods applied
accross Australia.
Fundamental Building Technology introduces the technology, methods, and processes
fundamental to construction by focussing on what is involved in building a typical low-rise
house. Written with the novice in mind, this textbook is the ideal starting point for any
construction student, as it fully supports the reader all the way to understanding the functional
requirements of each element of the building, and how to take these into account through the
building process itself. This second edition is expanded to cover even more relevant topics,
and is supported by more resources for use by the student and lecturer. Now included are: An
introduction to the planning process and the building regulations How to incorporate a
sustainable approach, in the selection of materials and elsewhere A companion site with
lecturer’s answers manual and illustrated lecture notes 150 labelled diagrams throughout the
book, and multiple self-study questions in every chapter A students’ section of the companion
site with multiple choice quizzes and 250 full-colour photos linked to chapters of the book
Concise, focussed and the most student-friendly guide to this topic available, Fundamental
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Building Technology is the perfect textbook for those taking construction technology modules
at undergraduate or HNC/HND level.
Supports learning and delivery in: - UEE30811 Certificate III in Electrotechnology Electrician UEE22011 Certificate II in Electrotechnology (Career Start) Phillips, Electrical Principles uses a
student-friendly writing style, a range of fully worked examples and full-colour illustrations to
make the basic principles easier to understand. Covering the core knowledge components of
the current UEE11 Electrotechnology Training Package and referencing the new AS/NZS
3000:2018 Wiring Rules, this textbook is structured, written and illustrated to present the
information in a way that is accessible to students. With a new focus on sustainable energy,
brushless DC motors and the inclusion of student ancillaries, as well as structuring more
closely to the knowledge and skills requirements for each competency unit covered, Electrical
Principles, 4e is the ideal text for students enrolled in Certificate II and III Electrotechnology
qualifications. With more than 800 diagrams, hundreds of worked examples, practice questions
and self-check questions, this edition is the most up-to-date text in the market. The writing style
is aimed at Certificate III students while retaining the terminology typically used in the Electrical
Trades. Additionally, the technical content does not break into a level above that of Certificate
III. At all times the book uses illustrations integrated with the text to explain a topic.

Emphasizing a conceptual understanding of concrete design and analysis, this revised
and updated edition builds the student?s understanding by presenting design methods
in an easy to understand manner supported with the use of numerous examples and
problems. Written in intuitive, easy–to–understand language, it includes SI unit
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examples in all chapters, equivalent conversion factors from US customary to SI
throughout the book, and SI unit design tables. In addition, the coverage has been
completely updated to reflect the latest ACI 318–11 code.
The second edition of Construction Technology: Analysis and Choice has been
expanded to include commercial buildings. This now covers, in a single textbook, all the
basic forms of construction studied on professional courses. The book takes as its
theme the process of choice: what the expert has to know and how he/she might think
through the decisions to be made about the design, production, maintenance and
disposal of buildings. It is written with the conviction that by focusing on the process of
choice, the range of theory and knowledge that is useful to practice becomes explicit,
making the link between knowledge and practice, and between understanding and
experience. The new edition has been updated throughout with extensive additions to
Chapter13: Manufacture and Assembly and to Chapter 15: Sustainability. An entire new
section has been added, covering all the main elements of commercial construction.
Students will find here explanations of how environments, structural behaviour,
production know-how, cost and social concerns such as sustainability can be taken into
account in the choice of construction. They will also gain a clear understanding of the
construction details and specifications adopted for both housing and commercial
buildings in the UK at the beginning of the 21st century. Provides a framework to think
through proposed solutions Sets the choice of solution in both time and place, and in
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the context of sustainability Focuses on key questions: will the proposal fail; and can it
be built? Considers a building’s response to loading, environmental conditions and
time Looks at the production process as manufacture and assembly Book website at
www.wiley.com/go/bryanconstructiontech2e Contains nearly 200 fully referenced, clear
line drawings to download for free, as well as suggested learning activities for lecturers
to incorporate into their teaching programmes.
This new textbook provides a comprehensive introduction to everyaspect of the
technology of low-rise construction. It includessub-structure (site work, setting out and
foundations) andsuperstructure (flooring, roofs, finishes, fittings and fixtures).The
material here covers the first year course requirement of allcourses on which
construction technology is taught - no matter whatthe ultimate qualification. It offers
tried and tested solutions to a range of constructionproblems and is organised following
the sequence of construction.It will show what has been done in the past,
demonstrating goodpractice - what works and what doesn't - and common faults.
Thereare summaries of the more important BSI documents and reference tothe latest
building regulations. Lengthy explanations are avoided by relying heavily on hundreds
ofillustrations, pairing detail drawings with clear photographs toshow real life
construction situations. The supporting spreadsheet referred to in the book can be
found atthis
linkhttp://www.blackwellpublishing.com/pdf/fleming/Fleming_spreadsheet.xls
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The definitive guide to land development—fully updated to cover the latest industry
advances. This thoroughly revised resource lays out step-by-step approaches from
feasibility, through design and into permitting stages of land development projects. The
book offers a holistic view of the land development process for public and private
project types – including residential, commercial, mixed-use and institutional. Land
Development Handbook, Fourth Edition contains the latest information on green
technologies and environmentally conscious design methods. Detailed technical
appendices, revised graphics, and case studies round out the content included. This
edition covers:•Due diligence, planning, and zoning•Review procedures, building
codes, and development costs•Environmental and historical considerations•Site
analysis and preliminary engineering•Feasibility studies and site
inspections•Conceptual and schematic design•Site selection, yield, and impact
studies•Final design processes and sample plans•Components of a site plan and the
approval process•Site grading, road design, and utility design •Stormwater
management and hydrology•Erosion and sediment control•Permits, bonds, and
construction documents•Soils, floodplain studies and stream restoration
Advanced Construction Technology offers a comprehensive, practical, illustrative guide
to many aspects of construction practice used for industrial and commercial buildings.
This second edition of The Finite Element Method in Engineering reflects the new and
current developments in this area, whilst maintaining the format of the first edition. It
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provides an introduction and exploration into the various aspects of the finite element
method (FEM) as applied to the solution of problems in engineering. The first chapter
provides a general overview of FEM, giving the historical background, a description of
FEM and a comparison of FEM with other problem solving methods. The following
chapters provide details on the procedure for deriving and solving FEM equations and
the application of FEM to various areas of engineering, including solid and structural
mechanics, heat transfer and fluid mechanics. By commencing each chapter with an
introduction and finishing with a set of problems, the author provides an invaluable aid
to explaining and understanding FEM, for both the student and the practising engineer.
The authors provide a comprehensive and practical presentation to many aspects of
construction practice, as applied to buildings for industrial and commercial purposes.
The book covers site works, plant and equipment, substructure, demolition and
temporary work, and much more.
Filling a gap in existing literature on sustainable design, this new guide introduces and
illustrates sustainable design principles through detailed case studies of sustainable
buildings in Europe, North America and Australia. The guide will provide the reader with
a deeper understanding of the design issues involved in delivering sustainable
buildings, and giving detailed description of the process of integrating principles into
practice. Approximately one hundred case studies of sixty buildings, ranging from small
dwellings to large commercial buildings, and drawn from a range of countries,
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demonstrate best current practice. The sections of the book are divided into design
issues relating to sustainable development, including site and ecology, community and
culture, health, materials, energy and water. With over 400 illustrations, this highly
visual guide will be an invaluable reference to all those concerned with architecture and
sustainability issues.
The industry-standard guide to designing well-performing buildings Architectural
Detailing systematically describes the principles by which good architectural details are
designed. Principles are explained in brief, and backed by extensive illustrations that
show you how to design details that will not leak water or air, will control the flow of heat
and water vapor, will adjust to all kinds of movement, and will be easy to construct. This
new third edition has been updated to conform to International Building Code 2012, and
incorporates current knowledge about new material and construction technology.
Sustainable design issues are integrated where relevant, and the discussion includes
reviews of recent built works that extract underlying principles that can be the basis for
new patterns or the alteration and addition to existing patterns. Regulatory topics are
primarily focused on the US, but touch on other jurisdictions and geographic settings to
give you a well-rounded perspective of the art and science of architectural detailing. In
guiding a design from idea to reality, architects design a set of details that show how a
structure will be put together. Good details are correct, complete, and provide accurate
information to a wide variety of users. By demonstrating the use of detail patterns, this
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book teaches you how to design a building that will perform as well as you intend.
Integrate appropriate detailing into your designs Learn the latest in materials,
assemblies, and construction methods Incorporate sustainable design principles and
current building codes Design buildings that perform well, age gracefully, and look great
Architects understand that aesthetics are only a small fraction of good design, and that
stability and functionality require a deep understanding of how things come together.
Architectural Detailing helps you bring it all together with a well fleshed-out design that
communicates accurately at all levels of the construction process.
Essential Guide to Fitness for the Fitness Instructor addresses SIS30315 – Certificate
III in Fitness. The text is mapped to all core units and 12 electives of the qualification,
and contains rich foundation content on Anatomy, Physiology, and Nutrition, as well as
Fitness orientation, programming, WHS and equipment. The structure of the text
highlights learning outcomes and contains an abundance of application cases, activities
and quizzes. Strong content on fitness for specific markets and populations supports
the volume of learning for the core unit Recognise and apply exercise considerations
for specific populations, including chapters on older populations, a NEW chapter on
children and adolescents, community fitness, and facilitating groups. Coverage on gym
programs, group exercise, water-based fitness, and endurance training introduces
students to the instruction of these varied types of fitness training. Premium online
teaching and learning tools are available on the MindTap platform. Learn more about
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the online tools cengage.com.au/mindtap
This second edition of Designing Tall Buildings, an accessible reference to guide you
through the fundamental principles of designing high-rises, features two new chapters,
additional sections, 400 images, project examples, and updated US and international
codes. Each chapter focuses on a theme central to tall-building design, giving a
comprehensive overview of the related architecture and structural engineering
concepts. Author Mark Sarkisian, PE, SE, LEED® AP BD+C, provides clear definitions
of technical terms and introduces important equations, gradually developing your
knowledge. Projects drawn from SOM’s vast portfolio of built high-rises, many of which
Sarkisian engineered, demonstrate these concepts. This book advises you to consider
the influence of a particular site's geology, wind conditions, and seismicity. Using this
contextual knowledge and analysis, you can determine what types of structural
solutions are best suited for a tower on that site. You can then conceptualize and
devise efficient structural systems that are not only safe, but also constructible and
economical. Sarkisian also addresses the influence of nature in design, urging you to
integrate structure and architecture for buildings of superior performance, sustainability,
and aesthetic excellence.
This 6th edition includes numerous revisions, amendments and additions in line with
ongoing practice and legislative changes in building construction. Included are features
of construction that are designed to economise and manage the use of fuel energy in
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buildings and limit the effect on atmospheric pollution.
An authoritative, well-established, comprehensive, practical, and highly illustrated guide
to construction practice Based mainly on domestic and residential buildings—and filled
with extensive illustrations throughout—this concise text is the ideal introduction to the
subject of building construction. It provides the basic material that readers need in order
to understand the construction process for the majority of low rise buildings. The book
explains construction technology through the key functional and performance
requirements for the main elements common to all buildings. With a strong focus on
building efficiency and meeting the challenges posed by limiting the environmental
impact of buildings, and new “at a glance” summaries allowing you to grasp the salient
points of each chapter, readers will find the text fully up to date with the latest building
regulations and construction technology. Barry’s Introduction to Construction of
Buildings, Fourth Edition starts by taking an in-depth look at the construction process
and general principles of construction. It then offers comprehensive chapter coverage
of site analysis, set-up, drainage and scaffolding; ground stability and foundations;
floors, walls, doors, windows, roofs, stairs, and ramps; surface finishes; internal
environment and energy supply; and water supply and sanitation. Deals with design,
technology, site assembly, and environmental issues of domestic and residential
buildings Thoroughly updated, with particular attention paid to the concept of building
efficiency and improved integration of the topics covered to match current student
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needs New “at a glance” summaries at the beginning of each chapter A companion to
Barry's Advanced Construction of Buildings, Fourth Edition Barry’s Introduction to
Construction of Buildings is an excellent source of information for undergraduate
students and those working towards similar NQF level 5 and 6 qualifications in building
and construction.
Construction Technology provides a comprehensive introduction to every aspect of the
technology of domestic low-rise construction, including elements of commercial
construction, and the principal associated legislation. Based on Construction
Technology Volumes 1 and 2, this combined new edition has been updated in line with
contemporary legislation and practice. In addition a substantial amount of new material
has also been included in order to cover recent developments in technology affecting
the construction industry. The style of the original books by Roy Chudley has been
retained, avoiding lengthy descriptive passages and leaving the original diagrams to
illustrate best practice and techniques. This book covers the basic elements of
substructure (site works, setting out and foundations) and superstructure (flooring and
roofs, simple finishes, fittings and fixtures) as well as basic services such as water, gas
electricity and drainage. It also considers low-rise framed industrial and commercial
buildings.
Following on from Graham Bizley’s successful Architecture in Detail, Architecture in
Detail II presents 40 case studies of detailing on recent construction projects. Over 150
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full colour drawings and photos provide a reference compendium for the professional
architect seeking detailing inspiration. Originally featured in Building Design’s In Detail
magazine, the included projects represent some of the most interesting and innovative
techniques in recent architecture. Graham Bizley’s beautifully presented detail
drawings allow the architect to easily see how ideas and techniques can be applied to
other projects. The book is organised by building type for quick and easy reference.
Ideal for students on all construction courses Topics presented concisely in plain
language and with clear drawings Updated to include revisions to Building and
Construction regulations The Building Construction Handbook is THE authoritative
reference for all construction students and professionals. Its detailed drawings clearly
illustrate the construction of building elements, and have been an invaluable guide for
builders since 1988. The principles and processes of construction are explained with
the concepts of design included where appropriate. Extensive coverage of building
construction practice, techniques, and regulations representing both traditional
procedures and modern developments are included to provide the most comprehensive
and easy to understand guide to building construction. This new edition has been
updated to reflect recent changes to the building regulations, as well as new material on
the latest technologies used in domestic construction. Building Construction Handbook
is the essential, easy-to-use resource for undergraduate and vocational students on a
wide range of courses including NVQ and BTEC National, through to Higher National
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Certificate and Diploma, to Foundation and three-year Degree level. It is also a useful
practical reference for building designers, contractors and others engaged in the
construction industry.

WELDING AND METAL FABRICATION employs a unique hands-on, projectbased learning strategy to teach welding skills effectively and keep students
highly motivated. This groundbreaking new text connects each welding technique
to a useful and creative take-home project, making exercises both practical and
personal for students'and avoiding the tedium of traditional, repetitive welding
practices. To further enhance the learning process, every welding project
includes a set of prints with specifications, like those used in production
fabrication shops. This full-featured approach to skill-building reflects the reality
of professional welding, where following prints and instructions precisely and
laying out, cutting out, and assembling weldment accurately are just as essential
as high-quality welding. The included projects are small to conserve materials
during the learning process, but detailed instructions and abundant photos and
illustrations guide students through a wide range of fabrication skills. Key steps
and techniques within the small projects are also linked to larger projects
presented at the end of each chapter, enabling students to apply what they have
learned by fabricating and welding something more substantial. This thorough,
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reader-friendly text also covers relevant academics, such as shop math and
measurement, and prepares students for real-world success by having them
document their time and materials for each project and prepare a detailed
invoice. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Construction TechnologyLongman Group United Kingdom
This book provides an understanding of the fundamental theories and practice
behind the creation of architectural structures. It aids the development of an
intuitive understanding of structural engineering, bringing together technical and
design issues. The book is divided into four sections: 'Structures in nature' looks
at structural principles found in natural objects. 'Theory' covers general structural
theory as well as explaining the main forces in engineering. 'Structural
prototypes' includes examples of modelmaking and load testing that can be
carried out by students. The fourth section, 'Case studies', presents a diverse
range of examples from around the world – actual buildings that apply the
theories and testing described in the previous sections. This accessible,
informative text is illustrated with specially drawn diagrams, models, CAD
visualizations, construction details and photographs of completed buildings. This
book will give students and newly qualified architects a firm grasp of this
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essential topic.
A complete textbook and reference book that summarizes the main aspects of
wood utilization for the student and the timber producer. Although the work tends
to concentrate on Australian species of timber, the main species of other
countries which receive mention in Australia have been included. At a time when
the nature of the timber resource is changing significantly, it is important to have
available information that will produce an educated approach to timber and its
commercial use.
The 12th edition of Chudley and Greeno’s Building Construction Handbook
remains THE authoritative reference for all construction students and
professionals. The principles and processes of construction are explained with
the concepts of design included where appropriate. Extensive coverage of
building construction practice, techniques and regulations representing both
traditional procedures and modern developments are included to provide the
most comprehensive and easy to understand guide to building construction. This
new edition has been updated to reflect recent changes to the building
regulations, as well as new material on modern methods of construction, greater
emphasis on sustainability and a new look interior. Chudley and Greeno’s
Building Construction Handbook is the essential, easy-to-use resource for
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undergraduate and vocational students on a wide range of courses including
NVQ and BTEC National, through to Higher National Certificate and Diploma, to
Foundation and three-year Degree level. It is also a useful practical reference for
building designers, contractors and others engaged in the construction industry.
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